My PLN Instructions

Based on your investigation and participation with the resources listed on the Professional Network Resources handout, create a product (e.g., PowerPoint, video, podcast, screen cast, website, or other product) describing the PLN that you have begun to build.

Your product must include the following:

- An introduction to your PLN—why you created it and how it will benefit you and, ultimately, your students.

- Networking tools included in your PLN—at least one for four of the following categories:
  - Find Answers
  - Blogs/News
  - Social Bookmarking
  - Communicate
  - Collaborate
  - Publish and Share

- For each tool, describe and/or illustrate how your experiences or specific interactions demonstrated your reaching beyond your comfort level;
  - increased your level of technology savvy;
  - enhanced your professional learning and potential impact on students; and
  - related to one or more of the four contexts addressed in the Week 1 Discussion.

- A summary of your overall experience in building your PLN and your plans for further use and expansion